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Abstract 

In this paper, we establish new Furi-Pera type fixed point theorems for 
the sum and the product of four nonlinear operators in Banach 
algebras; two of the operators are D -Lipschitzian and the other two 
are completely continuous. Our results extend and improve some 
existing known ones. 

1. Introduction 

It is known that in many areas of natural sciences, mathematical physics, 
mechanics and population dynamics, problems are modeled by mathematical 
equations which may be reduced to perturbed nonlinear equations of the 
form: 
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,, MxxBxAx ∈=+  

where M is closed, convex subset of a Banach space X, and A, B are two 
nonlinear operators. A useful tool to deal with such problems is the 
celebrated fixed point theorem due to Krasnozelskii (see [15, 16]). 

Definition 1.1. Let E be a Banach space and EEf →:  be a mapping. 

Then f is said to be compact if ( )Ef  is compact. It is called totally bounded 

whenever ( )Kf  is relatively compact for any subset K of E, and f completely 

continuous if it is continuous and totally bounded. 

Theorem 1.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach 
space X and XKBA →:,  be two maps such that 

  (i) A is compact and continuous, 

 (ii) B is a contraction, 

(iii) ,KByAx ∈+  for all ., Kyx ∈  

Then xBxAx =+  has at least one fixed point in K. 

The proof of Theorem 1.1 combines the metric Banach contraction 
mapping principle both with the topological Schauder’s fixed point theorem 
(see [1, 7, 17, 19]) and uses the fact that if E is a linear vector space, EF ⊂  
a nonempty subset and EFg →:  a contraction, then the mapping :gI −  

( ) ( )FgIF −→  is a homeomorphism. In 1998, Burton [6] showed that the 

Krasnozelskii fixed point theorem remained valid if condition (iii) is replaced 
by the following less restriction one: 

., MxMxByAxx ∈∀∈⇒+=  

However, the study of some integral equations involving the product of 
operators rather than the sum may be considered only in the framework of 
Banach algebras for which Dhage proved in [8] the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.2 [8]. Let S be a closed, convex and bounded subset of a 
Banach algebra X and let SSBA →:,  be two operators such that 
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  (i) A is Lipschitzian with a Lipschitz constant α, 

 (ii) 
1−

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

A
I  exists on ( ),SB  where I is an identity operator and the 

operator XXA
I →:  is defined by ( ) ,Ax

xxA
I =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛  

(iii) B is completely continuous, 

(iv) ,SAxBy ∈  for all ., Syx ∈  

Then the operator equation AxBxx =  has a solution, whenever ,1<αM  

where ( ) { }.:sup: SxBxSB ∈==M  

Note that 
1−

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

A
I  exists if the operator A

I  is well defined and is one-to-

one. In [9], Dhage improved Theorem 1.2 by removing the restrictive 
condition (ii). The proof of the improved theorem involved the measure of 
noncompactness theory. Also, the assumption stating that A is Lipschitzian is 
extended to D -Lipschitzian mappings. Finally, assumption (iv) is weakened 
to Burton’s relaxed condition. 

Definition 1.2. A mapping XXT →:  is called D -Lipschitzian with 

D -function Tφ  if there exists a continuous nondecreasing function +φ R:T  
+→ R  such that ( ) 00 =φT  and 

( ) .,, XyxyxTyTx T ∈∀−φ≤−  

Moreover, if ( ) ,0, >∀<φ rrrT  then T is called a nonlinear contraction. 

In particular, if ( ) krrT =φ  for some constant ,10 << k  then T is a 

contraction. T is said to be non-expansive if ( ) ,rrT =φ  that is 

.,, XyxyxTyTx ∈∀−≤−  

Lemma 1.1 [13]. Every D -Lipschitzian mapping A is bounded, i.e. 
maps bounded sets into bounded sets. 
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Next, we state three basic existence results. 

Theorem 1.3 [8, Theorem 2.1]. Let S be a closed, convex and bounded 
subset of a Banach algebra X and let XSBA →:,  be two operators such 

that 

  (i) A is D -Lipschitzian with D -function ,Aφ  

 (ii) B is completely continuous, 

(iii) SxAxByx ∈⇒=  for all .Sy ∈  

Then the operator equation AxBxx =  has a solution, whenever ( )rAφM  

,r<  ,0>r  where ( ) .: SB=M  

The idea of extending contractions to nonlinear contractions comes from 
Boyd and Wong [5], and we can see that this theorem generalizes the Banach 
fixed point principle (see, e.g., [19]). 

Theorem 1.4 [5]. Let E be a Banach space and EET →:  be a 
nonlinear contraction. Then T has a unique fixed point in E. 

In practice, condition (iii) in Theorem 1.3 is not easy to come by as it is 
the case in Schauder’s fixed point theorem where a compact mapping is 
asked to map a ball into itself. In 1987, Furi and Pera [14] introduced a new 
condition instead and proved the following fixed point theorem in the general 
framework of Frechet spaces: 

Theorem 1.5 [14]. Let E be a Frechet space, Q a closed convex subset of 
E with ,0 Q∈  and let EQF →:  be a continuous compact mapping. Assume 

further that 

( )
{( )} [ ]

( ) ( )
( )⎪

⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

∈λ

<λ≤λ=λ

×∂λ ≥

.
,10,

1,0, 1

largelysufficientjforQxFthen
andxFxwithxtoconverging

Qinsequenceaisxif

jj

jjj

FP  

Then F has a fixed point in Q. 

Recently, Djebali and Hammache [13] proved the existence theorems of 
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Dhage type with the condition (iii) in Theorem 1.3 replaced by the Furi-Pera 
condition ( ).FP  More precisely, they considered mappings of the form =F  

,CAB +  where B is completely continuous and A, C are D -Lipschitzian 
while F satisfies the Furi-Pera condition. In this paper, we aim to establish 
and prove new Furi-Pera type fixed point theorems involving four operators 
in Banach algebras in a more general setting. More precisely, we investigate 
the nonlinear operator equations of the form: 

CxAxDxAxBxx ++=  

in Banach algebras. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1. Let E be a Banach space and ( )EPB ⊂  be the set of 

bounded subsets of E. For any subset ,B∈A  define ( ) ,inf DA =α  where 

( ) ....,,1,,:0
1 ⎪⎭

⎪
⎬
⎫

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

=∀ε≤⊂>ε=
=
∪
n

i
ii niAdiamAAD  

α is called the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness, α-MNC for short. 

Hereafter, we gather together its main properties. Fore more details, we 
refer the readers to [3, 4, 7]. 

Proposition 2.1. For any ,, B∈BA  we have 

  (i) ( ) ( ),0 AdiamA ≤α≤  

 (ii) ( ) ( )BABA α≤α⇒⊆  (i.e., α is nondecreasing), 

(iii) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),,max BABA αα=α ∪  

(iv) ( ) ( ) ( )BABA α+α≤+α  (i.e., α is lower-additive), 

 (v) ( ) ( ) ( ),AAconvA α=α=α  

(vi) ( ) AA ⇒=α 0  is relatively compact. 
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Definition 2.2. Let 21, EE  be two Banach spaces and 21: EET →  be a 

continuous mapping which maps bounded subsets of 1E  into bounded subsets 

of .2E  

  (i) T is called α-Lipschitz if there exists some 0≥k  such that 

( )( ) ( ),KkKT α≤α  

for any bounded subset .1EK ⊂  

 (ii) T is a strictly α-contraction if .1<k  

(iii) T is said to be α-condensing whenever 

( )( ) ( ),KKT α≤α  

for any bounded subset 1EK ⊂  with ( ) .0≠α K  

The following two theorems extend Theorem 1.5 to α-condensing and        
α-Lipschitz maps in Banach spaces, respectively. We state them without 
proofs (for the proofs, we refer the readers to [17]). We will use them later to 
develop our main results. 

Theorem 2.2. Let E be a Banach space and Q be a closed convex 
bounded subset of E with .0 Q∈  In addition, assume that EQF →:  is an 

α-condensing map which satisfies the Furi-Pera condition. Then F has a 
fixed point .Qx ∈  

Theorem 2.3. Let E be a Banach space and Q be a closed convex 
bounded subset of E with .0 Q∈  In addition, assume that ( ) ( )SFI −  is 

closed, EQF →:  is an α-Lipschitz map with 1=k  and satisfies the Furi-

Pera condition. Then F has a fixed point .Qx ∈  

3. Main Results 

We state the following main results of this paper. 

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a closed convex and bounded subset of a Banach 
algebra X with ,0 S∈  and let XXCA →:,  and XSDB →:,  be four 
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operators such that 

  (i) A, C are D -Lipschitzian with D -functions Aφ  and Cφ  respectively, 

 (ii) B, D are completely continuous, 

(iii) the operator XSF →:  defined by 

( ) CxAxDxAxBxxF ++=  

satisfies the Furi-Pera condition ( ).FP  

Then the abstract equation CxAxDxAxBxx ++=  has a solution Sx ∈  
whenever 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,0,21 >∀<φ+φ+φ rrrrr CAA MM  (3.1) 

where ( ) ( ) ., 21 SDSB == MM  

To prove Theorem 3.1, we need to prove the following Lemma 3.1. 

Lemma 3.1. Under assumptions (i), (ii) of Theorem 3.1 together with the 
inequality (3.1), the map XSF →:  defined by ( ) CxAxDxAxBxxF ++=  

is α-condensing. 

Proof. Let SK ⊂  be a bounded subset and .0>δ  There exists a covering 

( )niiK 1=  such that ∪n
i iKK 1=⊂  and ( ) ( ) ,δ+α≤ KKdiam i  for each ,1=i  

...., n  For each { },...,,1 ni ∈  let ,11 xxi =  i
i Kxx ∈= 22  and ( ).ii KFE =  

Clearly ( ) ∪n
i iEKF 1 .=⊂  In addition, we have 

( ) ( )21 xFxF −  

211212211 DxDxAxAxAxBxBxBxAx −+−+−≤  

21212 CxCxAxAxDx −+−+  

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )iAi KDdiamAxxxKBdiamAx 12111 +−φ+≤ M  

( ) ( )21212 xxxx CA −φ+−φ+M  
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( )( ) ( ) ( )( )iAi KDAxxxKBAx α+−φ+α≤ 12111 M  

( ) ( ).21212 xxxx CA −φ+−φ+M  

Since B, D are completely continuous, ( )( ) 0=α iKB  and ( )( ) ,0=α iKD  for 

each { }ni ...,,1∈  follows from Proposition 2.1, it follows that 

( ) ( )21 xFxF −  

( ) ( ) ( ).21212211 xxxxMxxM CAA −φ+−φ+−φ≤  

Since Aφ  and Cφ  are nondecreasing, it follows that 

( ) ( ) ( )21212211 xxxxxxdiamE CAAi −φ+−φ+−φ≤ MM  

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )iCiAiA KdiamKdiamKdiam φ+φ+φ≤ 21 MM  

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).21 δ+αφ+δ+αφ+δ+αφ≤ KKK CAA MM  

Therefore 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).21 δ+αφ+δ+αφ+δ+αφ≤α KKKKF CAA MM  

Since 0>δ  is arbitrary, we deduce that 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).21 KKKKF CAA αφ+αφ+αφ≤α MM  

By inequality (3.1), we obtain 

( )( ) ( ).KKF α≤α  

This proves our claim. ~ 

Now, we prove Theorem 3.1. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the map XSF →:  defined by ( ) += AxBxxF  

CxAxDx +  is α-condensing. Since F satisfies the Furi-Pera condition, it 
follows from Theorem 2.2 that F has at least one fixed point ,Sx ∈  that is 

,CxAxDxAxBxx ++=  

ending the proof of the theorem. ~ 
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Corollary 3.2 [13, Theorem 3.1]. Let S be a closed convex and bounded 
subset of a Banach algebra X with ,0 S∈  and let XXCA →:,  and :B  

XS →  be three operators such that 

  (i) A, C are D -Lipschitzian with D -functions Aφ  and Cφ  respectively, 

 (ii) B are completely continuous, 

(iii) the operator XSF →:  defined by 

( ) CxAxBxxF +=  

satisfies the Furi-Pera condition ( ).FP  

Then the abstract equation CxAxBxx +=  has a solution Sx ∈  whenever 

( ) ( ) 0, >∀<φ+φ rrrr CAM  

where ( ) .SB=M  

Theorem 3.3. Let S be a closed convex and bounded subset of a Banach 
algebra X with ,0 S∈  and let XXCA →:,  and XSDB →:,  be four 

operators such that 

  (i) A, C are D -Lipschitzian with D -functions Aφ  and Cφ  respectively, 

 (ii) B, D are completely continuous, 

(iii) the operator XSF →:  defined by 

( ) CxAxDxAxBxxF ++=  

satisfies the Furi-Pera condition ( ).FP  

Then the abstract equation CxAxDxAxBxx ++=  has a solution ,Sx ∈  

provided ( ) ( )SFI −  is closed and the inequality 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,0,21 >∀<φ+φ+φ rrrrr CAA MM  (3.2) 

holds, where ( ) ( ) ., 21 SDSB == MM  
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Proof. Since the mapping XSF →:  defined by 

( ) CxAxDxAxBxxF ++=  

is α-condensing by Lemma 3.1, it is α-Lipschitz with .1=k  Moreover, 
( ) ( )SFI −  is closed and F satisfies the Furi-Pera condition. Therefore, 

Theorem 2.3 implies that F has at least one fixed point ,Sx ∈  that is 

 .CxAxDxAxBxx ++=  ~ 

Theorem 3.4. Let S be a closed convex and bounded subset of a Banach 
algebra X with ,0 S∈  and let XXCA →:,  and XSDB →:,  be four 

operators such that 

  (i) A, C are D -Lipschitzian with D -functions Aφ  and Cφ  respectively, 

 (ii) B, D are completely continuous, 

(iii) the operator XSN →:  defined by ,xNy =  where x is the unique 

solution of the operator equation ,CxAxDyAxByx ++=  satisfies the Furi-

Pera condition. 

Then the operator equation CxAxDxAxBxx ++=  has a solution Sx ∈  
provided 

( )
[ ) [ )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
φ+φ+φ−=Φ

∞+→∞+Φ

,

,0,0:

21
infinitytoincreasingis

rrrrrr
mapthe

CAA MMH  

where ( ) ( ) ., 21 SDSB == MM  

The proof of Theorem 3.4 follows from Theorem 1.5 once we have 
proved the following two technical lemmas, namely Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 
3.3. 

Lemma 3.2. Under assumptions of Theorem 3.4 the operator SN :  
X→  introduced in (iii) is well defined and is bounded (on bounded subsets 

of X ). 
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Proof. For any ,Sy ∈  let the mapping yA  be defined in X by 

.CxAxDyAxByxAy ++=  

Then, for any ,, 21 Xxx ∈  

( ) ( )21 xAxA yy −  

212121 CxCxAxAxDAxAxB yy −+−+−≤  

( ) ( ) ( )21212211 xxxxxx CAA −φ+−φ+−φ≤ MM  

.21 xx −≤  

By the Boyd and Wong fixed point theorem [5], yA  has only one fixed 

point Xx ∈  and so the mapping N is well defined. In addition, let XK ⊂  
be any bounded subset, Ky ∈  and ,Nyx =  where x is the unique solution 

of the equation 

.CxAxDyAxByx ++=  

Thus 

CxDyAxByAxx ++≤  

.21 CxAxAx ++≤ MM  

Let ,0 Xx ∈  with assumption ( ),H  we have the following estimates: 

( )001 AxAxAxx +−≤ M  

( ) 00002 CxCxCxAxAxAx +−++−+M  

( ) ( )020101 AxAxAxAxAx −++−≤ MMM  

.0002 CxCxCxAx +−++M  

Hence 

00 xxxx +≤−  

( ) ( )020101 AxAxAxAxAx −++−≤ MMM  
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00002 xCxCxCxAx ++−++M  

( ) ( ) ( )00201 xxxxxx CAA −φ+−φ+−φ≤ MM  

.000201 xCxAxAx ++++ MM  

It follows that 

( ) ( )0100 xxxxxx A −φ−−≤−Φ M  

( ) ( )002 xxxx CA −φ+−φ+M  

.000201 xCxAxAx +++≤ MM  

This implies successively 

( )000201
1

0 xCxAxAxxx +++Φ≤− − MM  

and 

000 xxxx +−≤  

( ) 0000201
1 xxCxAxAx ++++Φ≤ − MM  

proving our claim. ~ 

Lemma 3.3. Under assumptions of Theorem 3.4, the operator SN :  
X→  introduced in the condition (iii) is compact. 

Proof. First, we show that N is continuous. Let { }nx  be a sequence in S 

converging to some limit x. Since S is closed, .Sx ∈  Moreover, 

NxNxn −  

ANxBxANxBxANxBxBxANx nnnn −+−≤  

CNxCNxANxDxANxDxANxDxDxANx nnnnn −+−+−+  

BxBxANxANxANxBx nnn −+−≤  

CNxCNxDxDxANxANxANxDx nnnn −+−+−+  
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BxBxANxANxANx nn −+−≤ 1M  

CNxCNxDxDxANxANxANx nnn −+−+−+ 2M  

( ) BxBxANxNxNx nnA −+−φ≤ 1M  

( ) ( ).2 NxNxDxDxANxNxNx nCnnA −φ+−+−φ+M  

Whence 

NxNxn
n

−
∞→

suplim  

( ) ( )BxBxANxNxNx n
n

n
n

A −+−φ≤
∞→∞→

suplimsuplim1M  

( ) ( )DxDxANxNxNx n
n

n
n

A −+−φ+
∞→∞→

suplimsuplim2M  

( ).suplim NxNxn
n

C −φ+
∞→

 

From assumption (ii), B and D are continuous; hence 

0suplim =−
∞→

NxNxn
n

 

yielding the continuity of N. 

Second, we show that N is compact. From Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 3.2, 
there exists a positive constant 1k  such that .,1 SxkANx ∈∀≤  Let 0>ε  

be given. Since S is bounded and B, D are completely continuous, ( ),SB  

( )SD  are relatively compact. Then there exists a set { } Sxx n ⊂=ε ...,,1  

such that ( ) ( )∪n
i iwSB 1

1δ⊂ B  and ( ) ( )∪n
i iwSD ,2

2δ⊂ B  where ( );:1
ii xBw =  

ε=δ 21 k  and ( );:2
ii xDw =  ,32 ε=δ k  for some constant ,2k  3k  to be 

selected later on. 

Therefore, for any ,Sx ∈  there exists some ε∈ix  such that 

ε≤−≤ 20 kBxBx i  
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and 

.0 3ε≤−≤ kDxDx i  

We have that 

NxNxi −  

CNxANxDxANxBxCNxDxANxBxANx iiiii −−−++=  

ANxBxANxBxANxBxBxANx iiii −+−≤  

CNxCNxANxDxANxDxANxDxDxANx iiiii −+−+−+  

BxBxANxANxANxBx iii −+−≤  

CNxCNxDxDxANxANxANxDx iiii −+−+−+  

BxBxANxANxANx ii −+−≤ 1M  

CNxCNxDxDxANxANxANx iii −+−+−+ 2M  

( ) BxBxANxNxNx iiA −+−φ≤ 1M  

( ) ( )NxNxDxDxANxNxNx iCiiA −φ+−+−φ+ 2M  

( ) ε+−φ≤ 211 kkNxNxiAM  

( ) ( ).312 NxNxkkNxNx iCiA −φ+ε+−φ+M  

Hence 

( ) ( )NxNxNxNxNxNx iAii −φ−−≤−Φ 1M  

( ) ( )NxNxNxNx iCiA −φ+−φ+ 2M  

ε+ε≤ 3121 kkkk  

( ) .321 ε+= kkk  

From assumption ( ),H  it follows that 

( )( ).321
1 ε+Φ≤− − kkkNxNxi  
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Choosing ( ) ,0
1

32 ε
εΦ≤+< kkk  we obtain 

.ε≤− NxNxi  

We have shown that 

( ) ( )∪
n

i
iNxSN

1=
ε⊂ B  

showing that ( )SN  is totally bounded. Since N is continuous, it is compact 

operator, and ending the proof of Lemma 3.3. ~ 

We now have the following corollary. 

Corollary 3.5 [13, Theorem 3.3]. Let S be a closed convex and bounded 
subset of a Banach algebra X with ,0 S∈  and let XXA →:  and SB :  

X→  be two operators such that 

  (i) A is D -Lipschitzian with D -functions ,Aφ  

 (ii) B is completely continuous, 

(iii) the operator XSN →:  defined by ,xNy =  where x is the unique 

solution of the operator equation ,AxByx =  satisfies the Furi-Pera 

condition. 

Then the operator equation AxBxx =  has a solution Sx ∈  provided 

( )
[ ) [ )

( ) ( )
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
φ−=Φ

∞+→∞+Φ

,

,0,0:

infinitytoincreasingis
rrrr

mapthe

AMH  

where ( ) .SB=M  
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